In this article the problem of three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction of scenes from terrestrial laser rangefinder data is processed, we present the simulations results of radiometric range function of the laser range finder imaging system for better optimization of maximum range detection with a given SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio). The study proposes a new reformulation of the radiometric Gaussian beam range equation on the basis of the photodetector active area. The adjustment of the optical and geometrical characteristics of the laser range finder so defined can be used to minimize the signal span to avoid the saturation of the detector cell and improve the ranging measurements (accuracy and range) for a 3D imaging application.
Introduction
The technique of mobile laser imaging or LDAR; (Light detection and ranging), allows obtaining a 3-D points cloud, by scanning of the scene in order to generate 3-D photorealistic urban models [1] . The quality and density of information obtained (points cloud formation), are a considerable advantage in terms of measurement accuracy. The laser imaging system is based on its active detection module on a laser range finder for measuring distances of the targets with a high spatial resolution [2, 3] . There are several telemetry methods for estimating distances, but they can be grouped into two broad categories: coherent or indirect methods and direct methods. The most used laser imaging technique is the direct method, called TF (Time of flight), this technique is based on the transmission of a short pulse of electromagnetic radiation and receiving the back return signals diffused from a target. The time between the transmission and reception of the pulse or time of flight ∆t is measured D DAVID PUBLISHING
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and the distance R is calculated on the basis of the relation . ∆ /2. On the laser telemetry, the mathematical expression of the relationship between the detected power (the transmitted power is known) and the measured distance is known as radiometric range equation. Since the light pulse is reflected by the target, then this equation depends on the characteristics of the light pulse, target and atmospheric attenuation parameters.
In this paper we will first evaluate the effect of Gaussian profile introduced into the radiometric range function [4] in the estimation of the maximum distance between the laser imaging system and the scene to reproduce, for a given SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio), for a better measurement accuracy for all values of range distances regardless of the two cases; total reflection of the laser beam or partial reflection [5] . Second, starting from the study of the returned signal span effect on the receiving cell [6] we propose a new Gaussian reformulation of radiometric range equation based on geometric and photometric calculation of the illuminated effective area. We show that for an imaging application, the distance between the imaging laser and the scene should be above a saturation threshold of the receiver module.
The Radiometric Range Equations
The radiometric range equation measures the returned power radiation reflected by a target. This is the technique that will allow us to define the spatial sensor performance and especially know the maximum distance where the laser system can be situated for always having a correct image, from the fourth following parameters:
(1) The power density received by the target, (2) The attenuation factors and atmospheric extinction of electromagnetic radiation along the path between the laser transmitter and the optical receiving system, (3) The power received at the input of the receiving optical system, (2) which is noted that in the general case of an impact with an angle φ on the target plane the previous expressions must be multiplied with cos [7] .
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
The SNR measures the quality of the transmission of information in relation with different noises (thermal noise, electronic amplifier noise, quantum shot noise, dark current noise, background noise, etc.) and determines the accuracy of the distance measurement [8] [9] [10] . It is defined to be the ratio of the received power to the noise.
NEP P SNR
where, NEP, the noise equivalent power, is the power (in watts) received by the detector corresponding to the noise.
The Maximum Distance between the Laser and the Target According to the Visibility
The purpose of this calculation is to find the maximum range of the laser rangefinder i.e. the maximum distance between the target and the laser source function of the visibility V [11] in order to perform the detection with an optimal precision accuracy above which the quality of the reproduced image is affected.
For this, we search the maximum distance that minimizes the difference between a fixed SNR and the ratio of the received power, function of the visibility and this distance, and the NEP system.
We calculate, in the case of a totally reflective target: where, is the target area. We set SNR = 10, and we assume, for this case, that the emitted power is uniformly distributed and not Gaussian.
Numerical Simulation
The numerical simulation presented in Fig. 1 is performed by the technical characteristics of the eye safety Er : Glass laser range finder MK81 from Kigre Inc. [4] , the NEP of the system should be about 30 nW according to [12] 
Discussion of Results
For the SNR fixed at 10 and a maximum visibility of 20 km, the maximum detection distance for total reflection is 3,529 m, and it is 2,842 m for partially reflected beam. In the case of total reflection, the distance is very important, especially as the visibility is better, but it means we always have a target area greater than or equal to the laser spot (the area of the target is not an included parameter in the radiometric rang equation). Therefore, in the case of a laser imaging process, it is required to appreciate the targets dimensions in advance to ensure the correct position of the system and have a clear image.
In the case of partial reflection, the maximum distance is lower, it is a normal result, since a large portion of the laser radiation (the number of detected photon) is not captured in return by the detector, decreasing the received power and minimizing the range. Also, in the case of partial reflection, it is required to ensure the dimensions of the target related to the laser spot size. 
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In summary, for these two cases (total reflection and partial reflection) and for laser imaging application, it is always essential to evaluate correctly the target receiving area in order to work with one of the radiometric rang function that optimizes the distance between the target to reconstruct and the laser-camera device, before introducing it into the image processing algorithms.
Gaussian Range Equation Maximum Distance
The Gaussian range equation is given by [4] :
We will calculate now as previously:
where, is the target radius. Keeping the SNR at 10, the result of numerical test is given below For the numerical computation with a Gaussian distribution profile of emitted power and SNR = 10, it is noted that the maximum detection distance is 2,866 m for a visibility of 20 km, it is practically the same distance as for the case of partial reflection since we worked with the same target size. It is also verified that the Gaussian radiometric range function provides maximum detection distance less than that given by the two other radiometric range functions for less than 6km of visibility, which is very logical in bad condition of visibility, and allows in fact the optimal use of laser rangefinder without losing signal quality.
Also, the Gaussian radiometric range function minimizes optimally this distance more than it provides totally reflected beam range function which gives much exaggerated detection distances. Furthermore, it is also interesting to note that the Gaussian profile of radiometric range equation provides best maximum range as the SNR of the system decreased. So, we note that the maximum detection distance is 3,429 m for 20 km of visibility, which is more important than 3,314 m provides by the partial reflection range equation for the same visibility. This result is very important if we consider bad conditions of visibility when the returned power is sensibly affected [13, 14] .
In practical case of a laser imaging process, the targets that form the scene to capture must be on the optical axis of the laser system to ensure a normal incidence (Lambertian cosine = 1) and increase the energy reflected in the sensor direction, but in reality these targets have practically topographical structure (case of a mobile mapping application or a 3D scene restitution) so that a near target can be totally reflective, while another target more distant on the same optical axis can be partially reflective for the same image acquisition. Also in the case of a dynamic detection (the laser imaging device is embedded on a mobile machine; car, robot, etc. [15] [16] [17] [18] ) the distance variation between the targets and the imaging device can cause the change of the nature of these targets (totally reflective or partially reflective) which will affected the range accuracy. So, a radiometric range function that can be justified for one case can't be so in the other and vice versa, since there will be an over-or underestimation of the detection distance which will affect the quality of the image. As against, the use of a radiometric Gaussian beam range equation will fix this problem since we will not have to deal with the problem of totally or partially reflective targets. Furthermore, only an average estimation of the target radius is requested.
The simulation which follows in Fig. 4 shows the influence of a variation of the target radius on the power detected by the sensor.
First, we note that for optimal detection range (which is around 100 m for our case) the targets radius variation has practically no influence on the detected power; it means that the quality of produced images is maximum even for a target radius variation from 0.1 m to 10 m. Furthermore, the detected power is significantly affected for long distances (which are also not recommended for high quality images), especially for very small , but no change more than increases (practically no change for the great than 1 m, which represent interesting targets for mobile mapping and others imaging applications). We can deduce that for targets radius greater than 1 m, the reemitted detected power is perfectly stable, so the use of radiometric Gaussian range function is well justified and remains accurate even with variable dimensions targets. 
Discussion
In the case of a dynamic detection which can be characterized by a lateral movement of the laser imaging system relatively to its environment or by a movement along the optical transmission-reception axis, the variation of the detection distance, which is the distance of the image taking, influences the nature of the targets (totally reflective or partially reflective) for the same active sequence of distance calculation and image taking, which leads to erratic measurements and therefore, a degradation of the quality of reconstructed pictures; because it is impossible to change, in practice, simultaneously the radiometric range function that is in accordance with the appropriate range. As against, the introduction of a radiometric range function on the basis of the Gaussian beam function into the algorithms for computing distances and image processing solves completely this problem, and improves significantly the calculation accuracy .
The New Photometric Gaussian Range Equation Reformulation
The radiometric range equations given by Eqs. (1), (2) and (6) indicate that the received signal by the rangefinder photodetector decreases in proportion to the inverse square of the distance for a totally reflective target and for the Gaussian beam model, and in proportion to the inverse quadruple of the distance for a partially reflective target. These equations give erratic results in a first approximation for short ranges, considering the geometry, the positioning and the characteristics of the optical elements of the system; The optical axis of the transmitting and receiving system are separate, so the image spot from the target illuminated by the laser moves on the detector plane, perpendicular to the optical axis of reception and in the direction of the emission optical axis. In addition, the photodetector is generally placed exactly in the focus of the receiving lens for a measure to "infinity", if the target is near, its image is defocused. The incident Eq. (11) The simulation of the equations of the three radiometric range functions on the basis of photometric parameters shown in Fig. 6 gives precisely the amplitude of the received optical signal as a function of the target distance. The adjustment of the optical and geometrical characteristics of the laser rangefinder reduces the signal span; this is very necessary for not saturate the photodetector, and thus, perform the distance measurements with a linear working of the receiving cell. We note that these equations produce identical results as in the general case reported by S. Kruapech and J. Widjaja [4] from a close distance of 80 m, which justifies the accuracy of the approximation made for a the Gaussian radiometric range equation and confirms more further the validity of this model taking into account, for the first time in this work, in addition to the parameters mentioned before, a new estimates based on geometric and photometric effect that influence practically the range measurement.
3D Las
The simulation also shows that the classical telemetry equations of general case as well as the Gaussian reformulation, are not valid for a range distance too close to the laser imaging system, which is affected by the intrinsic characteristics of the rangefinder, and the radiometric and photometric influences. All this parameters provide the appropriate imaging laser device for the intended application.
Conclusion
We have presented in this article a new reformulation of the radiometric Gaussian range equation (Eq. (10)) taking into account the photometric parameters affecting the accuracy of targets range measurement and directly influencing the quality of reconstructed images in an imaging laser application. The theoretical study and the simulation presented above, confirms the validity of the proposed photometric Gaussian model and puts more restriction on the short ranges, even in optimal conditions of visibility .
Otherwise, it is necessary to specify the exact range of the maximum sensing distance depending on the visibility not to exceed between the laser imaging system and the scenes (targets) to reconstruct, and the minimum distance below which the signal span affect negatively the quality of detected signal. The new photometric Gaussian range equation reformulation provides more opportunities to work in the case of an active sensing (mobile device) without prior hypothesis about the nature of the targets (totally reflective or partially reflective), which substantially improves the practical conditions for active laser imaging applications.
